
The movement must be centered around and driven by entrepreneurs, so
first, gather the entrepreneurs & begin to connect them amongst themselves. 

Encourage entities to contribute resources to the movement, by building & 
tightening the social fabric around the entrepreneurs & amongst exisiting entities. 
(Social fabric, by its nature, CAN be open, non-exclusive, organic & limitless.)

The social fabric must grow organically. 

The effort does NOT create a new entity (no new circles), so everyone 
gets to keep their identity & circles of influence. 

“Community” is built over a long period of time by small FORMAL & INFORMAL 
groups of excited people, organized around local ideas & issues (meetups, angel 
funds, coworking spaces, accelerators, startups), that also build the social fabric 
around and amongst the entrepreneurs and the people that support them.

creating a grassroots community & culture of entrepreneurship + creativity + innovation

community alchemy
laying a brick-by-brick foundation to connect and grow a successful high-growth entrepreneurial ecosystem
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create processes to attract, 
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(ideas)(talent)

(quality of life)(support services)

higher education
 K-12 schools
conferences
skills training
internships
accelerators

information sharing
pitch sessions
mentoring/incubators
opportunity for spin-o�s
research parks

authentic culture
public transportation
arts & culture
distinct neighborhoods
vibrant social scene
green public spaces 
easy commutes 
good schools
low cost of living

professional services
creative services
healthy legal systems
angel & venture funds
innovations centers
technology resources
coworking spaces

Throughout the process we must TELL A STORY & CREATE CONVERSATIONS that share a “positive vision focusing on 
the opportunities of the future,” not rehashing the problems and limitation of the past.

orange = social fabric
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The 6 Tenets of an Entrepreneurial Ecosystem
   1. Culture of Risk Taking
   2. Wild, Almost Naive Ambition
   3. Access to Capital
   4. Big Companies That Techies Can Spin Off From
   5. Strong Universities
   6. Vibrant Social Scenes (where serendipitous moments happen)
 
     SOURCE: Adapted from TechCrunch senior editor Sarah Lacy's personal 
     blog post  from July 2008: “The Post Gets Me in Trouble (Probably)”
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